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Vanilla Forums delivers cloud-based community software that is  
used by top brands to better engage customers, drive loyalty,  

empower advocates and reduce support costs.

Key Facts & Figures
Year Founded: 2010

Ownership: Private

Revenue Range: Private

Employees: 30+

Global Presence: Worldwide

Total Funding: Series A

Industries: Gaming, Technology, Health and Wellness, Sports and Recreation

Customers: Acer, Oculus, HootSuite, Adobe, EA, Big Green Egg, myfitnesspal

Website: www.vanillaforums.com

Email: sales@vanillaforums.com

Toll Free: 1-866-845-0815

International: +1-650-488-8520

Introducing Vanilla VENDOR PROFILE

Office Contact Information
Corporate Headquarters

388 Rue Saint-Jacques

Montreal, QC. H2Y 1S1, 

Canada
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Core Product
Name: Community Software

Description: Vanilla Forums delivers cloud-based community software that is used by 
top brands to better engage customers, drive loyalty, empower advocates and reduce 
support costs.

Function: Support Communities (ticket deflection, self-serve, churn reduction, idea 
generation) and Marketing (advocate marketing, lead generation, prospect conversion, 
customer loyalty).

Price Range: https://vanillaforums.com/plans

Training, Support & Implementation: Onboarding, training, and customer support. 
Cloud-based service; configured and active in few days. Customer support portal.

Integrations: WordPress, Zendesk, GitHub, Salesforce, Akismet, Mollom, Stop Forum 
Spam, MailChimp, Hootsuite, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Steam, Twitch and more.

Vanilla has an easy to use RESTful API that you can use to deeply integrate Vanilla with your website. 
All of their API endpoints can be accessed in both json and xml so you can use what works best with 
your application stack. Their Smart IDs make integrating into your site as easy as possible.

http://blog.vanillaforums.com/api-smart-id
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Cutting-Edge Features
Discussion types: In addition to standard discussions, Vanilla allows users to post questions 
and polls.

Private messaging: Users can have private one-on-one discussions, or they can bring 
multiple people into the conversation.

Powerful search: Autocomplete helps users find what they are looking for quickly. Search 
results include images and videos added to posts. Relevance is based on keywords, word 
order and post quality.

Mentions: Users can mention each other in discussions by writing an "@" before a username. 
Mentioned users are notified so they can quickly jump into the discussion.

Rich content: Users format posts with html, markdown or bbcode. Images are automatically 
resized and YouTube and Vimeo videos are automatically embedded. Tweets, Vines and Pins 
are also automatically recognized when pasted into a comment.

Advanced Editor: Advanced Editor recognizes HTML, BBCode and Markdown. Images, 
videos and other rich content are easily embedded, files can be uploaded and code blocks 
can be prettified.

Best of: The Best of page helps users find your community's best content by browsing a fun, 
infinite-scrolling page. Content shows up on this page if it receives positive reactions or if 
promoted by a moderator.

Auto-save: Vanilla auto-saves your content as you are entering it so that you can close the 
window on purpose or by accident, and your hard work will not be lost.

Smart history: Vanilla remembers everything you've seen, keeping you up to date with which 
discussions have new content.
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How Micro Focus 
Utilizes Vanilla

CASE STUDY

Company

Problem/Challenge

Micro Focus is a leading global enterprise software company uniquely positioned to help 
customers extend existing investments while embracing new technologies in a world 
of Hybrid IT. Providing customers with a world-class portfolio of enterprise-grade scal-
able solutions with analytics built-in, Micro Focus delivers customer-centered innovation 
across DevOps, Hybrid IT, Security and Risk Management, and Predictive Analytics. 

For more information visit www.microfocus.com.

The Vertica Analytics Platform is a SQL analytics solution built from the ground up to 
handle massive volumes of data and delivers blazing fast Big Data analytics. The platform 
is available in the broadest range of deployment and consumption models, including on 
premise, on Hadoop, and in the clouds. For more information, visit www.vertica.com.

Vertica was using a Get Satisfaction community when, after being acquired by Hewlett-
Packard and then spun off as part of Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), many of the existing 
HPE “communities” were grouped together in one location on a Lithium-based site. In the 
end, the team at Vertica was asked to migrate from Get Satisfaction to the new area.

The team at Vertica migrated to Lithium but felt like their content was lost in the HPE 
community, and they were unhappy with customer support and pricing that Lithium 
offered. As a result, they decided to create a community of their own.

Product Purchased Relationship Length
Vanilla Forums Online Community 
Platform

1 - 2 years

Sarah Lemaire, Manager 
Vertica Documentation at Micro Focus
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Overall Experience

The team at Vertica worked together to document hard and soft requirements before setting out 
independently to search for a new online community platform vendor.

Following their independent research, the project team reassembled to discuss proposed solu-
tions and they unanimously recommended Vanilla Forums.

The implementation process took 2-3 months and was conducted using in house resources as 
well as members of the Vanilla Forums professional services team.

Since Vertica was using primarily writers for the project, they had to rely heavily on Vanilla’s 
support team, who was able to answer all of their questions promptly and without issue.

The person-to-person interactions, and expertise provided by the team at Vanilla Forums, has 
made it possible for Vertica to leverage their online community platform to provide better tech-
nical support to their users.

Vanilla Forums allowed Vertica to quickly and easily customize, rebrand, and take ownership of 
the community.

Vanilla Forums “checked all the boxes” from a product feature standpoint. Key features included:

Seamless Migration from the Lithium Platform, including: credentials, forum questions, and 
discussion posts.

Powerful Search Functionality

Notifications, Accessibility, and Ease of Use.

Reasons for Product Selection

Results
Vanilla’s scalable solution has improved the level of communication and technical support 
provided to Vertica’s users.

Success is currently being measured by the number of visitors and discussions.
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Our Vendor Profile Methodology

Demand Metric Vendor Profiles combine analyst insight, customer perspective and 
vital statistics about vendors that are the subjects of these profiles. 

They provide the hype-free, need-to-know information about vendors at a glance, 
enabling more objective consideration of vendors and their offerings.

Each vendor profile is the product of hours of analyst research, which typically 
includes interviews with vendor executives and established vendor clients. Demand 
Metric analysts use their experience and insight to ask the penetrating questions to 
fully expose vendor strengths and weaknesses. 

The resulting vendor profile is formatted in a consistent and accessible way, making 
it easy for readers to quickly grasp each vendors value proposition.

Expectations Moving Forward

Having ownership of the online community and forum has already made a big difference for 
the team at Vertica.

Categories, including the Vertica “tips” category, will continue to be used to make important 
announcements to customers as part of a multi-channel strategy.

It is expected that Vertica will continue to experiment with new functionality, like Gamification, 
and the metrics dashboard to facilitate reporting to key stakeholders throughout the organization.

“The thing that has helped us the most is Vanilla’s ability 

to answer our questions. Everyone at Vanilla has been 

super helpful and easy to work with. Our team made 

a unanimous decision to move forward with Vanilla 

Forums and we have not looked back. “

Sarah Lemaire, Manager  
Vertica Documentation, Micro Focus
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About

More than ever, consumers of content, goods and services want a voice within a community that 
shares a common interest. 

Vanilla’s cloud-based community software is the enterprise standard used by top brands to better 
engage customers, drive loyalty, empower advocates and reduce support costs. 

Founded in 2010, Vanilla started as an open source project. Today, Vanilla powers 3+ billion brand 
and consumer interactions each year.

Demand Metric is a marketing research and advisory firm serving a membership community of 
over 120,000 marketing professionals and consultants in 75 countries. 

Offering consulting playbooks, advisory services, and 500+ premium marketing tools and templates, 
Demand Metric resources and expertise help the marketing community plan more efficiently and 
effectively, answer the difficult questions about their work with authority and conviction, and 
complete marketing projects more quickly and with greater confidence — thus boosting the respect 
of the marketing team and making it easier to justify resources the team needs to succeed. 

To learn more about Demand Metric, please visit www.demandmetric.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/vanilla-forums-inc/
https://www.facebook.com/vanillaforums/
https://twitter.com/vanilla
https://www.instagram.com/vanillaforums/
https://vanillaforums.com
http://www.demandmetric.com
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